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ABOUT TELEMET
Telemet, inc. was founded in 1988 with the purpose of providing AccuWeather's
weather services to the international market. Since then, Telemet has grown
and diversified into different areas; expanding gradually and consistently into
several well defined but interactive divisions: Weather, Snow, Environment,
linguistics and Contents.

"Efficiency through Simplicity" has been Telemet's motto since its conception.
This principle guides every decision and the overall operation of all our
divisions. Efficiency is achieved by providing the best products and services
with our extensive and unique know-how.
Simplicity is one of our most distinguished traits -it keeps us striving for a
cleaner, simpler and low cost operation.

Main Office
Telemet, inc.
P.O. Box 829
hunter, NY 12442
USA.
Ph.: +1-518-263-4968
Fax: +1-518-263-5491
Email: info@telemet.com

Santiago's Office
los Canteros 8723
la Reina, Santiago
Chile.
Ph.: +56-22-2356-2735
Fax: +56-22-2356-3822
Email: topservice@telemet.com

Montevideo’s Office
Rep. del Salvador 3548-50
11600 - Montevideo
Uruguay.
Ph.: +598-2486-2647
Fax: +598-2487-1994
Email: world@telemet.com

www.telemet.com

CMYK Telemet Brochure frente inglés

TM

meteorology

ACCUNET
Our clients, partners for excellence. 
Do you need extensive weather information for your
website? We can provide you with 25 Days forecast and
hour-by-hour™ information of over 3 million worldwide
cities; satellite images, graphics, data and stream-video
are also available.

CUSTOM SERVICES
For each industry, the perfect solution.
When in need of the most qualified weather forecasts, no
matter what your industry or activity is, AccuWeather® by
Telemet's Elite Services provides the most extensive team
of meteorologists with unmatchable knowledge on
worldwide scale. We have the know-how, the ability and
the experience achieved by helping thousands of clients.
When weather matters, you can trust us. 

RESEARCH & WEATHER
FORENSICS
Reconstructing the past. 
Our Forensic Weather Services include comprehensive,
site-specific reports, lightning strike maps, weather
related accidents and other historical weather research.
We offer a wide range of products and services. www.telemet.com/meteorology

www.telemet.com/linguistics

Our weather services assist a 
great variety of industries:
Advertising, Agriculture, Airports, Aviation, Construction, Educational
Institutes, Emergency Services, Environmental Agencies, Filming
Companies, Golf Courses, Government Agencies, Hotels, Industrial
Plants, Internet, Mining, News Agencies, Nuclear Energy, Ports,
Public Works, Radios, Ski Areas, Sport & Musical Events, TV,
Transportation, Utility and Wireless Companies among many others.

For each industry the appropriate forecasting service.

linguistics

hEllO, hOlA, hAllO, CiAO…
WE SAY IT ALL

Telemet's international translation
center awaits the opportunity to meet
any and all of your translation needs.
Operating since 1991, with an
offer of over 32 languages and an
experienced team that understands
the importance of both quality and
efficiency.
Telemet World Translation Center
is prepared to offer you and your
business a professional high quality
service, all at competitive pricing.

DEUTSCH - FRANÇAIS
ITALIANO - PORTUGUÊS

ACCUWEATHER®

GLOBAL™

Fast, Low Priced and Automated.
The simplest way to get AccuWeather’s
Weather Data at your end, starting at
only USD0.69 per month.

WEATHERCYCLOPEDIA™

The Most Comprehensive Weather
Encyclopedia Under The Sun.
Climate awareness is at the forefront of
our daily news – know what they are tal-
king about!

Everything you ever wanted to know about weather con-
cepts and terminology is now at your fingertips.

CONSULTING
Use our expertise! weather at your service.
in each of the industries that exist. 



A better way to control dust and odor. DustBoss® models have
been designed for maximum throw while breaking water into fine
droplets to allow maximum dust control. DustBoss® models were
made to operate in hostile situations with no inconvenience.

DustBoss® can provide a cleaner environment in your worksite, saving you money and
man hours.

SMI Evaporative Solutions produces durable, industrial
evaporation equipment designed for different environments and
operating conditions. 
SMi specializes in water fracturing and fan atomization

evaporators, providing high quality and energy efficient products to a variety of
industries.

snow service iF ThERE WOUlD BE SNOW,
COME TO US
Telemet’s Snow Service Division focuses primarily
on winter resort operations and mountain mining activities.

environment

AEBI Schmidt is the leading system provider of innovative technical
solutions for the cleaning and clearing of roads, airports and city streets as
well as the mowing of green spaces on difficult terrains and road repair. AEBI
Schmidt machines and attachments can clear any type of snow reliably and

efficiently. it also offers a broad range of ultra-modern spreading and spraying machines with
a variety of feed systems and an exactness in the electronically controlled dosing allowing
de-icing which takes account of the environment’s needs.   

KODIAK Northwest is a custom manufacturer of snow removal
equipment. Product line includes snow blowers, runway sweepers,
push plows and railway blowers. Through many years of

experience with this type of equipment, KODIAK developed a manufacturing philosophy
designed to make the operation and maintenance of their equipment as durable and
trouble-free as possible.

ONSPOT: automatic snow chains, is a very simple concept. 
When the road becomes icy and slippery all the driver needs to do is

press a button in his cab, and ONSPOT is activated, without having to stop and get
out of the cab. That is the essence of ONSPOT: it helps truck drivers to keep moving,
public transportation and school buses safely on schedule and rescue services to
attend emergencies, securely. 

Trecan Snowmelters are the
most proven, tried and tested

thermally efficient snowmelters available
(approximately 98% efficiency) for over 35 years. The
submerged combustion method transfers the energy
from the combustion process to water and snow in
the melting tank.

SMI SnowMakers, Inc. is global supplier of the most advanced snow
making machines, and resort master planning construction and
engineering services. More than 800 resorts around the world have
been served, from simple to very complex snow making system

designs. SMi SnowMakers, inc. is a service-oriented firm, dedicated to creating and
delivering energy-efficient, quality snowmaking equipment and solutions to our customers.

TORRENT is a world class
integrator of prefabricated
pump stations, pumping

systems, compressor and water cooling systems,
and automation systems. its units are of extensive
use within the industries of gas & oil, mining, ski
resorts, and municipal applications, among others.

Since 1987, Snomax® Snow
Inducer has been helping ski
resorts around the world by

increasing productivity and efficiency of
snowmaking through the use of its ice-nucleating
proteins that induce the formation of ice crystals at
all snowmaking temperatures.

if your snowmaking needs
require an efficient Tower
Snowgun suitable for wide

terrain, terrain parks, or halfpipe applications
HKD is the proper answer.

SNOW REMOVAL & TRANSPORT

www.telemet.com/snow www.telemet.com/environment

Since 1969, Kässbohrer Geländefahrzeug AG is the leading
supplier of all-terrain vehicles for the environment, nature and
recreation. The current product range comprises five PistenBully

models for ski slope and trail preparation, including the several variations of the PB600:
Polar (power and technology without compromise), SCR (premier vehicle for maximum
coverage), Dual Fuel Concept (environmentally friendly on slopes) and 600E+ (the first
diesel-electric in-use worldwide). PistenBully has a share of over 65% of the world's market.

The LIF-TRACK was designed to lift any type of
tracked snow grooming vehicles and other heavy
machinery. Access to the undercarriage means your

mechanic will have the necessary room to work easier and more thoroughly. PKS Lifts is
the custom-made lifts equipment for mining operations, in particular. Offers specialized
systems with a capacity of over 100,000 lb. (37.3 tons) and are designed to fit each
client’s needs. 

PistenBully 300 GreenTech from Kässbohrer Geländefahrzeug
AG are designed for the toughest work in difficult conditions, year
around. Robust diesel engines provide the power to get the job
done both reliably and economically. The hydrostatic drive makes

the PistenBully 300 GreenTech extremely maneuverable and clearly surpasses
conventional wheeled vehicles thanks to its extremely low ground pressure. 

SNOW GROOMING

SNOWMAKING

Telemet operates the first top-
of-the-line integrated center in
the region, dedicated to snow
grooming, snowmaking, snow
removal, avalanche control and
water evaporation systems, as
well as beach cleaning and
dust control.  

MOUNTAIN
DEVELOPMENT
Our organization, along with
our supplier partners, helps
the entire mountain industry
with the operational
planning, snow making and
pumping systems design,
avalanche control, and
supply of the best snow
machinery, excellent
technical support and highly
qualified executives with
extensive experience in all
facets of construction,
operation and management.

CONSULTING
At Telemet Snow Service Division we are
interested that our clients achieve a successful
business, our Consulting Services are tailored to
make this a reality.

MOUNTAIN ENGINEERING

FallLine, founded in 1981, specializes
in manufacturing polyurethane
products and is the leader shopping

source for ski area supplies, offering a wide array of
proven products for the lift operations, ski patrol,
racing, terrain park, snowmaking, and vehicle
maintenance departments.
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INTEGRATED
CENTER IN
SOUTH AMERICA
Dedicated to mountain
engineering and
environmental technology

GREENTECH

ClEANiNG &
PROTECTiNG
YOUR
ENVIRONMENT
The Environment Division
offers effective tools to improve
the quality of our natural
resources. it provides
equipment and service mainly
for three distinctive areas:
wastewater treatment for
mining and industrial operations
for the South American market,
a complete line of beach
cleaning units for the shores of
the Southern hemisphere and
an innovative line of products
for the demolition, construction,
transfer stations, composting,
wood processing and scrap
industries.

The professional beach
cleaning equipment
BeachTech with patented

screening system has no competition when
perfection in beach maintenance is required. it fulfills
all the technical, ecological and economic demands
required from a reliable beach-cleaning vehicle. 

AEBI-Schmidt´s specialized
equipment offers solutions for
efficient cost-effective operations
on pavement, embankments,
grassland and all types of cleaning

work with reduced water consumption and
effective recycling of contaminated air and water.

NATURAL RESOURCES IMPROVEMENT
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meteorology

ACCUNET
Our clients, partners for excellence. 
Do you need extensive weather information for your
website? We can provide you with 25 Days forecast and
hour-by-hour™ information of over 3 million worldwide
cities; satellite images, graphics, data and stream-video
are also available.

CUSTOM SERVICES
For each industry, the perfect solution.
When in need of the most qualified weather forecasts, no
matter what your industry or activity is, AccuWeather® by
Telemet's Elite Services provides the most extensive team
of meteorologists with unmatchable knowledge on
worldwide scale. We have the know-how, the ability and
the experience achieved by helping thousands of clients.
When weather matters, you can trust us. 

RESEARCH & WEATHER
FORENSICS
Reconstructing the past. 
Our Forensic Weather Services include comprehensive,
site-specific reports, lightning strike maps, weather
related accidents and other historical weather research.
We offer a wide range of products and services. www.telemet.com/meteorology

www.telemet.com/linguistics

Our weather services assist a 
great variety of industries:
Advertising, Agriculture, Airports, Aviation, Construction, Educational
Institutes, Emergency Services, Environmental Agencies, Filming
Companies, Golf Courses, Government Agencies, Hotels, Industrial
Plants, Internet, Mining, News Agencies, Nuclear Energy, Ports,
Public Works, Radios, Ski Areas, Sport & Musical Events, TV,
Transportation, Utility and Wireless Companies among many others.

For each industry the appropriate forecasting service.

linguistics

hEllO, hOlA, hAllO, CiAO…
WE SAY IT ALL

Telemet's international translation
center awaits the opportunity to meet
any and all of your translation needs.
Operating since 1991, with an
offer of over 32 languages and an
experienced team that understands
the importance of both quality and
efficiency.
Telemet World Translation Center
is prepared to offer you and your
business a professional high quality
service, all at competitive pricing.

DEUTSCH - FRANÇAIS
ITALIANO - PORTUGUÊS
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GLOBAL™

Fast, Low Priced and Automated.
The simplest way to get AccuWeather’s
Weather Data at your end, starting at
only USD0.69 per month.

WEATHERCYCLOPEDIA™

The Most Comprehensive Weather
Encyclopedia Under The Sun.
Climate awareness is at the forefront of
our daily news – know what they are tal-
king about!

Everything you ever wanted to know about weather con-
cepts and terminology is now at your fingertips.

CONSULTING
Use our expertise! weather at your service.
in each of the industries that exist. 
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Public Works, Radios, Ski Areas, Sport & Musical Events, TV,
Transportation, Utility and Wireless Companies among many others.

For each industry the appropriate forecasting service.

linguistics

hEllO, hOlA, hAllO, CiAO…
WE SAY IT ALL

Telemet's international translation
center awaits the opportunity to meet
any and all of your translation needs.
Operating since 1991, with an
offer of over 32 languages and an
experienced team that understands
the importance of both quality and
efficiency.
Telemet World Translation Center
is prepared to offer you and your
business a professional high quality
service, all at competitive pricing.

DEUTSCH - FRANÇAIS
ITALIANO - PORTUGUÊS

ACCUWEATHER®

GLOBAL™

Fast, Low Priced and Automated.
The simplest way to get AccuWeather’s
Weather Data at your end, starting at
only USD0.69 per month.

WEATHERCYCLOPEDIA™

The Most Comprehensive Weather
Encyclopedia Under The Sun.
Climate awareness is at the forefront of
our daily news – know what they are tal-
king about!

Everything you ever wanted to know about weather con-
cepts and terminology is now at your fingertips.

CONSULTING
Use our expertise! weather at your service.
in each of the industries that exist. 


